Castle Lite

Unlock Extra Cold Refreshment

Castle Lite unlocks Extra Cold refreshment because Castle Lite is the only African beer that is made and served Extra Cold.

By embracing innovation and technology, Castle Lite’s clean crisp taste is optimal when served at sub-zero temperatures in temperature sensitive packaging, to deliver Extra Cold refreshment every time.

Type of Beer

Lager

Footprint

In 14 countries in Africa

Taste

Castle Lite is extra cold lagered to be a clean-drinking and refreshing full strength beer with a light, crisp and dry taste.

Nutrition

ABV

124 Kj / 100 ml

4%

Ingredient highlights

Castle Lite is the only beer lagered at -2.5°C.

Food pairing

Crisp and crunchy green salads and light seafood.

As it undergoes low temperature fermentation to create lower levels of bitterness and a cleaner, crisper premium beer, it goes well with light flavored foods.

History

Castle Lite was launched in 1994 as the third member of the Castle family. It has undergone many packaging enhancements - in 2000, the brand was re-launched in a green bottle with a silver and red label, and the 660ml returnable bottle was introduced in 2003. In August 2009, Castle Lite launched the Extra Cold campaign. Castle Lite is lower in kilojoules and undergoes low-temperature fermentation to give it a crisper and more refreshing taste.

Glassware

Pilsner glass  Stange

Did you know?

Cold innovation is part of Castle Lite’s DNA and can be seen in the two-stage thermochromatic indicator that turns blue when the beer is Extra Cold, showing you the perfect time to unlock and enjoy your favorite beer. The bottles feature ice proof labels that are uniquely designed to click to the bottle, meaning you can serve it the way it was intended to be served - Extra Cold.